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I. Summary 
In cognitive neuroscience research the question whether musical expertise affects or 
even facilitates language processing has been increasingly addressed in recent 
years. The assumption that language acquisition and ability of absolute pitch (AP) 
develop in parallel, let suggest that AP ability might be regarded as a model of 
cortical plasticity for deliberate practice and musicianship. From a neurophysiological 
point of view AP has been shown to be associated with morphological changes and 
adaptations in the planum temporale (PT), which is also considered to be involved in 
speech perception processes. However, a direct link between speech processing and 
AP has hitherto not been addressed. Insofar in this thesis I introduce two different 
perspectives on this issue: first, an experiment with functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) in which the presence of meaning and intonation in German spoken 
language were systematically varied; second, an analysis of diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI) data in musicians with AP, which enables to measure neural connectivity in 
speech relevant white matter pathways as a function of musical expertise. 
The results let conclude that structural and functional alterations due to 
musicianship do not only manifest in exceptional acuity of music processing, but 
affects speech processing in that sense that AP represents a comprehensive 
analytical proficiency for acoustic signal decoding. 	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II. Zusammenfassung 
Im Bereich der kognitiven Neurowissenschaften gewinnt die Frage ob eine 
musikalische Expertise positive Auswirkungen auf die Verarbeitung von Sprache 
haben könnte, zunehmend an Wichtigkeit. Aus neurophysiologischer Sicht konnte 
das absolute Gehör mit hirnmorphologischen Adaptionen – speziell des Planum 
Temporale (PT) – in Verbindung gebracht werden.  Da diese Struktur aber offenbar 
einen wichtigen Beitrag zur basalen Sprachverarbeitung leistet, stellt sich die Frage 
inwiefern diese mit der Fähigkeit des absoluten Gehörs im Zusammenhang stehen 
könnte. Insofern stellt die vorliegende wissenschaftliche Arbeit im Rahmen meiner 
Dissertation den ersten Versuch dar, sich mit diesem Themenfeld zu befassen. 
Zur Untersuchung dieser Fragestellung dienten die folgenden beiden 
methodischen Ansätze: Erstens, in einer experimentellen Situation wurden bei 
gesprochener Sprache prosodische und lexikalische Informationen systematisch 
manipuliert, während die sich ausbreitende Hirnaktivität mittels funktioneller Magnet-
resonanztomographie aufgezeichnet wurde; zweitens, mittels Diffusions-Tensor 
Magnetresonanztomographie wurden zum ersten Mal Musiker mit absolutem Gehör 
gemessen, was die Möglichkeit eröffnete, neuronale Konnektivität als Funktion 
musikalischer Expertise in sprachrelevanten Nervenfaserbündeln zu studieren. 
Aus den vorliegenden Resultaten lässt sich schlussfolgern, dass sich 
strukturelle und funktionelle Plastizität bei Musikern nicht nur – wie hinlänglich 
bekannt - bei der Verarbeitung von Musik äussert, sondern darüber hinaus die 
Sprachverarbeitung von Musikern mit absolutem Gehör dahingehend beeinflusst, 
dass sich dieses als ausserordentliche analytische Fähigkeit im Hinblick auf 
akustische Signaldekodierung begreifen lässt. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Absolute Pitch  
“Absolute pitch” (AP) is a very rare phenomenon among professional musicians, 
enabling them to identify tones without the aid of any reference tone. In terms of 
cognitive music psychology, AP could be characterized as the ability to distinguish 
and identify one salient quality (the pitch chroma) from a number of other perceptual 
attributes (Levitin & Zatorre, 2003), which constitute the conflated unity of complex 
sounds. The prevalence among professional musicians differs between cultures: 
Prevalence rates in Japan have been reported up to 50% (P. K. Gregersen, 
Kowalsky, Kohn, & Marvin, 1999; Miyazaki, 1988), compared with estimates of 1–
20% for professional Western musicians (Oliver Vitouch, 2003). It has been 
suggested that this effect in Japan is associated with the Suzuki method (P.K. 
Gregersen, Kowalsky, Kohn, & Marvin, 2001), a widespread pedagogical music 
approach in Japan, originally intended for violin training. The Suzuki music education 
emphasizes learning music by ear over reading musical notation and preferably 
begins with formal lessons early in life between the ages of 3 and 5 years.  
 
1.2. Developmental aspects of absolute pitch 
One fundamental reasoning in favor of the Suzuki method points to a parallelism 
between natural speech acquisition and purely auditory based musical training 
because the former also goes without any visual cues and is exclusively based on 
auditory feature learning (Kuhl, 2000). Hence, akin to language acquisition where a 
child learns to understand and to produce spoken language before learning to read, 
the Suzuki music education strives for acquisition of musical skills based on pure 
auditory sensation and production of music before learning to read music. 
Interestingly, memorization of musical pieces without referring to a notation is an 
important key issue of this approach, which particularly puts emphasis on auditory 
features, namely discrimination and representation of pitch and timbre. This makes 
children, who started musical training due to the Suzuki method early in their life, 
ideal candidates when it comes to studying the influence of auditory focused musical 
training on the development of the auditory system. Moreover, it has been shown that 
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the influence of an acquired tonal language like Mandarin can have a considerable 
impact on the development of AP: The prevalence of AP was far greater among the 
Chinese than the US students for each age level of musical training onset (Deutsch, 
Henthorn, Marvin, & Xu, 2006). Thus these authors suggested that a tonal language 
enables infants to associate pitches with verbal labels during the critical period in 
which features of their native language are acquired. And very recent study (Lee & 
Lee, 2010) showed impressively that 72% of Mandarin speaking professional 
musicians meet the criterion of having AP, whereas the performance level was 
negatively correlated with the onset of musical training – in other words: even if 
speaking tone language represents an advantage regarding AP performance, the 
onset of musical training seems to provide a robust impact on the development of 
extraordinary acuity of pitch naming ability. 
 
1.3. Absolute pitch – result of nature or nurture? 
Whether the extraordinary ability of AP is genetically determined or develops under 
the influence of environmental factors has attracted much debate (Levitin & Zatorre, 
2003; Oliver Vitouch, 2003; Zatorre, 2003). Irrespective of the much-disputed role of 
the former (Athos et al., 2007; Drayna, 2007; Hove, Sutherland, & Krumhansl, 2010), 
there is considerable evidence for the substantial impact of early musical training on 
the development of AP (Baharloo, Johnston, Service, Gitschier, & Freimer, 1998; 
Miyazaki & Ogawa, 2006; Russo, Windell, & Cuddy, 2003). Presently there is a broad 
consensus that automatic language acquisition more likely yields native-speaker 
proficiency when it occurs before a critical age (Johnson & Newport, 1989; Kuhl, 
2000; Lenneberg, 1967; Newport, 1990; Sakai, 2005). On the other hand, with 
respect to the development of AP, various studies suggest, that the acquisition of AP 
is strongly related to early musical exposure before the age of 6–7 (Baharloo et al., 
1998; Baharloo, Service, Risch, Gitschier, & Freimer, 2000; Costa-Giomi, Gilmour, 
Siddell, & Lefebvre, 2001; P.K. Gregersen et al., 2001).  
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1.4. The role of absolute pitch in cognitive neurosciences 
The extent to which language acquisition and AP ability develop in parallel suggests 
that AP ability might be regarded as a model of cortical plasticity for deliberate 
practice and musicianship. Thus it is assumed that the proficiency of musicians with 
AP should result in pertinent characteristics of auditory related cortical areas. 
Consistent with this notion are various structural observations of morphological 
changes in the cortical region of the planum temporale (PT) in musicians with AP 
(Keenan, Thangaraj, Halpern, & Schlaug, 2001; Luders, Gaser, Jäncke, & Schlaug, 
2004; Schlaug, Jäncke, Huang, & Steinmetz, 1995; Wilson, Lusher, Wan, Dudgeon, 
& Reutens, 2009) and Heschl's gyrus (P. Schneider et al., 2005) in musicians with 
relative pitch (RP). These studies show that AP and professional musicianship in 
general leads to marked cortical gray matter alterations, mainly in the form of left-
hemispheric asymmetries in speech-relevant areas. The pivotal role of the PT in 
auditory processing has been supported by a review article, in which the PT is taken 
to be a computational hub that is involved in processing different types of complex 
acoustic signals like environmental sounds, speech and music (Griffiths & Warren, 
2002). Functional studies to date have revealed hemodynamic and 
electrophysiological lateralization effects in musicians with AP during processing of 
musical stimuli (Gaab, Schulze, Ozdemir, & Schlaug, 2006; Hirata, Kuriki, & Pantev, 
1999; Ohnishi et al., 2001; P. Schneider et al., 2005; Wu, Kirk, Hamm, & Lim, 2008). 
 
1.5. Musical expertise and language processing 
By comparing nonmusicians and musicians with RP, several electrophysiological 
studies demonstrated a higher level of pitch decoding performance in language as a 
function of musical expertise (Itoh, Suwazono, Arao, Miyazaki, & Nakada, 2005; 
Magne, Schoen, & Besson, 2006; Carlos Marques, Moreno, Mazzucchi, Parma, & 
Cattelani, 1981; Schön, Magne, & Besson, 2004). There are however different levels 
of musical expertise, including superior AP, the functional importance of which is still 
unclear for speech processing. Because basic auditory processing is crucial for both 
speech and music perception, the relationship between musical expertise and 
speech processing needs to be examined. Prosodic variations, that is natural pitch 
modulations in spoken sentences, share many acoustic features with tone transitions 
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in musical melodies, which are mostly characterized as slow temporal variations of 
spectral units that span over several segments (Martin Meyer, Alter, Friederici, 
Lohmann, & von Cramon, 2002). The processing of delexicalized speech, effectively 
pure speech prosody, leads bilaterally to a significantly reduced neural activity of the 
posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), PT and the planum polare (M. Meyer, Alter, 
& Friederici, 2003; Martin Meyer, Steinhauer, Alter, Friederici, & von Cramon, 2004). 
Besides these slow temporal variations - taken to be suprasegmental information in 
the presented stimuli - there are also fast temporal changes, signaling important 
information in speech and music: rapid spectro-temporal signal changes constitute 
the segmental information of speech (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Shannon, Zeng, 
Kamath, Wygonski, & Ekelid, 1995). In particular, important phonemic cues are 
indicated by these rapid signal changes. Without the ability to perceive them, one 
would probably be unable to discriminate, for example, between the words peer and 
beer. Precise phonetic processing and full dynamic lexical access therefore more 
efficiently contribute to a comprehensive semantic understanding (Poeppel, Idsardi, 
& van Wassenhove, 2008). 
 
1.6. The superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) 
The second study introduced in this thesis is focusing on anatomical characteristics 
of a particular fiber system, namely the superior longitudinal fiber tract (SLF), in AP 
and non-AP musicians (also called relative pitch possessors: RP). The SLF is of 
particular interest because it connects the temporal areas involved in lower and 
higher order auditory processing with frontal brain areas involved in the control of 
several executive functions (including working memory, attention and many 
more)(Geschwind, 1970; Hagmann, Cammoun et al., 2006). Evidently, the 
coordinated interplay between temporal and frontal brain areas is important for 
language and music functions (Aboitiz & Garcia, 1997, 2009; Friederici, 2009; 
Glasser & Rilling, 2008; Rilling et al., 2008; Vigneau et al., 2006). Thus it has been 
hypothesized that the evolution of this fiber tract is pivotal for the control of many 
cognitive functions, which are typical for human beings (e.g., language).  
The SLF can be characterized as a bundle of white matter tracts including three 
distinct pathways: firstly, an anterior indirect segment connecting parietal cortical 
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fields  (inferior parietal lobe) with the frontal lobe (frontal operculum); second, a 
posterior indirect segment, which connects the perisylvian (posterior superior 
temporal gyrus), the middle and inferior temporal region with the parietal lobe; and, 
third, a long direct segment connecting the temporal lobe with the frontal lobe (Catani 
& Mesulam, 2008). In addition, the large bundle of fibers connecting the posterior 
part of the temporoparietal junction with the frontal lobe, called arcuate fasciculus 
(AF), includes sections of the two frontal projecting SLF pathways. Thus, the AF is 
considered to be part of the SLF.  To date, several studies, each pursuing a different 
strategy of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data and fiber tractography (FT) analysis, 
have succeeded in tracing and separating SLF pathways (Barrick, Lawes, Mackay, & 
Clark, 2007; Catani et al., 2007; Frey, Campbell, Pike, & Petrides, 2008; Makris et 
al., 2005; Makris et al., 2009; Upadhyay et al., 2008). 
 
1.7. Training-induced plasticity in white matter structures 
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is the current standard for in-vivo study of white matter 
anatomy of the human or animal brain and has attracted increasing attention over the 
past decade. While standard imaging-based neuropsychological research focuses on 
function and anatomy of grey matter using functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) or voxel-based morphometry (VBM), the in-vivo neuroimaging technique of 
DTI combined with fiber tracking (FT) offers a complementary way of exploring the 
architecture of white matter and axonal connectivity. DTI is based on magnetic 
resonance (MR) technology and provides measures of water diffusion in different 
spatial directions in the brain (Hagmann, Jonasson et al., 2006; Mori & Zhang, 2006). 
The most commonly studied diffusion parameter is fractional anisotropy (FA), which 
quantifies the directionality of diffusion within a voxel between 0 (undirected, 
isotropic) and 1 (directed, anisotropic and is derived from the diffusion tensor 
(Hagmann, Jonasson et al., 2006; Mori & Zhang, 2006). 
FA has been found to increase during white matter maturation in the developing brain 
(Beaulieu, 2002; Cascio, Gerig, & Piven, 2007; Eluvathingal, Hasan, Kramer, 
Fletcher, & Ewing-Cobbs, 2007) and to decrease in the elderly (Bhagat & Beaulieu, 
2004; Moseley, 2002). Reduced FA values have been reported in patients suffering 
from neurodegenerative diseases (Sundgren et al., 2004) or spinal cord injury 
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(Wrigley et al., 2008). Furthermore, FA has been found to be positively correlated 
with behavioural measures such as reading ability (Beaulieu et al., 2005; Klingberg et 
al., 2000; Niogi & McCandliss, 2006), performance in a speeded lexical decision task 
(Gold, Powell, Xuan, Jiang, & Hardy, 2007), and musical sensorimotor practice 
(Bengtsson et al., 2005). However the relations between white matter development, 
degeneration and training-induced plastic changes on the one hand and water 
diffusion characteristics on the other still remain poorly understood and a matter of 
controversy (Alexander, Lee, Lazar, & Field, 2007; Ashtari et al., 2007; Beaulieu, 
2002). Notably only a small number of studies have tried to investigate the 
relationship between musical expertise, language associated cortical regions and 
related white matter structures using the DTI method, although it lends itself well to 
visualising characteristic aspects of white matter plasticity as a function of musical 
practice and extensive hearing experience: So far differences have been 
characterized by greater values of fractional anisotropy (FA) in the genu of the 
corpus callosum, lower FA in the corona radiata and the bilateral internal capsule, 
respectively (Schmithorst & Wilke, 2002). Another study, particularly focusing on the 
corticospinal tract (CST), confirmed significantly lower FA values in both 
hemispheres of musicians compared to non-musicians, whereas diffusivity in the 
CST was negatively correlated with the onset of musical training in childhood (Imfeld, 
Oechslin, Meyer, Loenneker, & Jäncke, 2009). Additionally, one DTI study identified 
positive correlations between the magnitude of local FA values and practice time in 
childhood and later life of professional musicians: bilaterally in the internal capsule, 
both in the splenium and the isthmus of the corpus callosum and in the ventral 
pathway of the right superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) (Bengtsson et al., 2005).  
The above-mentioned studies confirmed white matter structure-function 
correspondence related to long-term musical training. Recent studies using fMRI and 
electroencephalography (EEG) provide strong evidence for alterations not only in 
music but also in speech processing modulated by musical expertise (Catani & 
Mesulam, 2008; C. Marques, Moreno, Castro, & Besson, 2007; Musacchia, Sams, 
Skoe, & Kraus, 2007; Oechslin, Meyer, & Jäncke, 2009; Schön et al., 2004). In this 
context, it would therefore be promising to focus on the white matter structure, which 
is responsible for a proper neural information supply in order to guarantee an 
accurate decoding of acoustic signals and speech production, respectively. 
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Several studies have shown that AP is related to processes and anatomical grey 
matter differences, which are lateralized to the left perisylvian brain area (Ohnishi et 
al., 2001; Schlaug, Jancke, Huang, & Steinmetz, 1995). The present study aimed to 
elucidate the extent to which white matter differences of the SLF reflect functional 
and anatomical lateralization effects in association with the acuity of AP.  
2. Methods 
2.1. Participants 
Both introduced studies have been carried out with the same samples of subjects: 
Fifteen professional musicians with AP (8 females/7 males; mean age = 24 years, SD 
= 4.2; mean practice years = 18.4, SD = 2.9; mean age of practice begin = 5.7, SD = 
2,2), fifteen professional musicians with RP (8 females/7 males, mean age = 25.3 
years, SD = 2.8; mean practice years = 16.6, SD = 3.8; mean age of practice begin = 
8.7, SD = 3) and fifteen NM without any musical expertise (NM: 8 females/7 males, 
mean age = 25.7, SD = 5.4) participated in this study. NM were selected on the basis 
that they had no musical practice for at least fifteen years. None of the subjects 
reported any hearing impairments. Due to some scanning artifacts while recording 
the white matter structure, only 13 subjects were taken for the analysis of the DTI 
data introduced in the second publications (see manuscripts for any further details). 
 
2.2. Absolute pitch test 
AP has been evaluated among all participating professional musicians with an in-
house test that has been constructed by myself during an internship in the year 2005 
at the Institute for Neuropsychology, University of Zurich: participants heard 108 pure 
sine wave tones, presented in pseudo-randomized order, which ranged from A3 
(tuning: A4 = 440 Hz) to A5, while each tone was presented 3-fold. The accuracy was 
evaluated by counting correct answers - the semitone errors were taken as incorrect 
to increase the discriminatory power. Furthermore, the participants were not asked to 
identify the adjacent octaves of the presented tones, as for AP it is a most notable 
prerequisite to identify the correct chroma. Accurate detection of octaves is quite a 
difficult task, which is hardly possible even for musicians with AP. 
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Each tone of the AP test had duration of 1 s; the interstimulus interval (ISI) of 4 s was 
filled with brown noise. Subjects had to write down the tonal label immediately after 
they heard the accordant tone (i.e., while hearing the 4 s of brown noise). The whole 
test unit and its components were created with Adobe Audition 1.5. 
 
2.3. General remarks on the experimental procedure and 
neuroimaging methods  
The introduced studies use two different methodical approaches to observe 
functional and structural plasticity as a function of musical expertise. Both methods – 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) - 
are described in detail in according methods sections of the two publications. Since 
DTI is a relatively new imaging method, however gets to date on a quite established 
level, the second publication provides a full methodical review, and besides a very 
detailed description of the DTI method itself. 
Detailed information on the experimental procedure applied while recording fMRI can 
be found in the manuscript of the first introduced study on page 3.	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3. Published original research articles 
3. 1. Absolute Pitch – functional evidence of speech-relevant 
auditory acuity 
 
Full citation: 
Mathias S. Oechslin, Martin Meyer & Lutz Jäncke, Absolute Pitch—Functional 
Evidence of Speech-Relevant Auditory Acuity, Cerebral Cortex (2010), 20(2): 447-
455. First published online 2009 July 10, doi: 10.1093/cercor/bhp113. 
 
3.1.1. Abstract 
Absolute pitch (AP) has been shown to be associated with morphological changes 
and neurophysiological adaptations in the planum temporale, a cortical area involved 
in higher-order auditory and speech perception processes. The direct link between 
speech processing and AP has hitherto not been addressed. We provide first 
evidence that AP compared with relative pitch (RP) ability is associated with 
significantly different hemodynamic responses to complex speech sounds. By 
systematically varying the lexical and/or prosodic information of speech stimuli, we 
demonstrated consistent activation differences in AP musicians compared with RP 
musicians and nonmusicians (NM). These differences relate to stronger activations in 
the posterior part of the middle temporal gyrus and weaker activations in the anterior 
mid-part of the superior temporal gyrus. Furthermore, this pattern is considerably 
modulated by the auditory acuity of AP. Our results suggest that the neural 
underpinnings of pitch processing expertise exercise a strong influence on 
propositional speech perception (sentence meaning). 
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3. 2. The plasticity of the superior longitudinal fasciculus as a 
function of musical expertise: a diffusion tensor imaging study. 
 
Full citation: 
Mathias S. Oechslin, Adrian Imfeld, Thomas Loenneker, Martin Meyer & Lutz Jäncke, 
The plasticity of the superior longitudinal fasciculus as a function of musical 
expertise: a diffusion tensor imaging study, Frontiers in Human Neuroscience (2010), 
3:76. Published online 2010 February 8. Prepublished online 2009 October 13, doi: 
10.3389/neuro.09.076.2009. 
 
3.2.1. Abstract 
Previous neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that musical expertise leads to 
functional alterations in language processing. We utilized diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI) to investigate white matter plasticity in musicians with absolute pitch (AP), 
relative pitch and non-musicians. Using DTI, we analyzed the fractional anisotropy 
(FA) of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), which is considered the most 
primary pathway for processing and production of speech and music. In association 
with different levels of musical expertise, we found that AP is characterized by a 
greater left than right asymmetry of FA in core fibers of the SLF. A voxel-based 
analysis revealed three clusters within the left hemisphere SLF that showed 
significant positive correlations with error rates only for AP-musicians in an AP-test, 
but not for musicians without AP. We therefore conclude that the SLF architecture in 
AP musicians is related to AP acuity. In order to reconcile our observations with 
general aspects of development of fiber bundles, we introduce the Pioneer Axon 
Thesis, a theoretical approach to formalize axonal arrangements of major white 
matter pathways. 
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4. Discussion 
4.1. Study 1  
Based on recent studies (Magne et al., 2006; Schön et al., 2004; Patrick C M Wong, 
Skoe, Russo, Dees, & Kraus, 2007) one might expect an enhanced sensitivity for 
pitch contours in musicians during prosodic speech processing. However, the 
present study did not reveal a significant main effect when prosody is manipulated 
(Table 11: main effect [ME] segmental). Notably, as the methodological approaches 
(event related potentials, brainstem-potentials) and tasks in aforementioned studies 
clearly differ from the introduced design it is difficult to compare the results, last but 
not least due to temporal constraints associated with fMRI and the BOLD signal. 
Unlike the previously mentioned electroencephalography (EEG) studies, the fMRI 
technique focuses on quite different time frames due to coarser resolution during 
cortical speech processing. Given the results of these studies, the question may be 
raised whether AP musicians show an exceptional sensitivity for prosodic processing 
- however, AP should be considered a phenomenon that differs from standard 
musical proficiency (which is the subject of investigation in the above cited studies) 
and may not imply an enhanced sensitivity to prosodic information. 
4.1.1. The main effect of expertise 
In the statistical analysis the main effect of expertise is characterized by bilateral 
activation on the superior temporal plane with a slight right-hemispheric 
preponderance (MS: Fig. 2A). Musical expertise, irrespective of whether the 
presented stimuli contained prosodic/lexical information does not account for this 
finding. The activation pattern is characterized as follows: the higher the musical 
training - in particular with respect to AP - the lower the activation in the specific 
region of primary auditory information processing. Accordingly, musical expertise is 
the main driving factor explaining different activations in the core auditory regions, 
thus extending recent findings of other research groups (P. Schneider et al., 2002; P. 
C. M. Wong et al., 2008). 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 All indexes of figures and tables in the discussion section are referring to the published papers. 
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4.1.2. Discussion of the results in the context of the neural efficiency 
hypothesis 
The main effect of expertise possibly indicates more efficient processing by the 
auditory cortex as a function of musical proficiency. Using EEG, positron emission 
tomography, and fMRI, the principles of neural efficiency have been discussed within 
several different contexts such as spatial perception (O Vitouch, Bauer, Gittler, 
Leodolter, & Leodolter, 1997), superior cognitive performance by figural intelligence 
in chess players (Grabner, Neubauer, & Stern, 2006) and working memory (Grabner, 
Stern, & Neubauer, 2003). The data provided by these studies imply that higher 
performance levels are associated with lower cortical activations. Additionally, this 
relationship has been found (Haier, Siegel, Tang, Lennart, & Buchsbaum, 1992) even 
as a consequence of ‘‘Tetris’’ learning effects, which were associated with a 
decrease of local glucose metabolic rates. In general, these authors propose that 
‘‘brighter’’ (or more proficient) subjects have to invest less cortical resources to 
achieve accurate performances. Conversely, cognitively less proficient subjects had 
to invest more cortical resources to solve the same tasks. From an anatomical point 
of view, it has been demonstrated, that more gray matter in distinct cortical regions 
(primary auditory cortex and PT amongst others) is associated with higher IQs; more 
gray matter also results in less use of energy, when the area is engaged (efficiently) 
in specific cognitive tasks (Haier, Jung, Yeo, Head, & Alkire, 2004). 
This argumentation is in line with studies focusing on sensory information processing 
in the visual cortex (Marcar, Straessle, Girard, Loenneker, & Martin, 2004). The 
standard model put forward by these authors holds that an increase in the electrical 
activity and an increase in size of the activated neural population have an opposing 
influence on the BOLD signal amplitude (Marcar & Loenneker, 2004). In a nutshell, 
this model states that the vascular response is controlled by electrical discharge 
activity, whereas the oxygen consumption is dependent on the size of the activated 
neuronal population. Based on an experimental MR setting different checkerboard 
patterns were presented (flashed vs. reversing), whereas the size of activated neural 
populations has been manipulated (Marcar, Strassle, Loenneker, Schwarz, & Martin, 
2004). The results demonstrated that the checkerboard that is associated with a 
lower neural activity yielded a larger number of activated voxels and a stronger 
BOLD response. 
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These results are contradictory to the Linear Transfer Model, which states that the 
BOLD contrast signal is directly proportional to the neuronal activity. 
In the context of language comprehension, it has been demonstrated that the neural 
correlates of semantic priming support the neural efficiency hypothesis (Rissman, 
Eliassen, & Blumstein, 2003): Semantically related word pairs showed consistently 
less activation than unrelated pairs—interestingly, with respect to the temporal lobe 
this activation pattern is restricted to the left STG, and does not affect the MTG. As 
the authors argue, the perception of a prime word activates a lexical--semantic 
network that shares common elements with the target word, and, thus, the target can 
be recognized with enhanced neural efficiency. The proposed relationship between 
STG and MTG is striking, because the MTG - which doubtlessly is crucial for lexical-
semantic processes - does not contribute to the pattern of neural efficiency, drawn by 
the recruitment of the neural population, which is responsible for primary auditory 
signal decoding. 
Furthermore, in interpreting the main effect of expertise, which is characterized by 
lowest activation of the STG bilaterally in AP and highest activations in NM, it might 
be useful to recall the characteristic morphological lateralization of Heschl’s Gyrus (P. 
Schneider et al., 2005) in professional musicians and the PT in professional 
musicians with AP (Keenan et al., 2001; Schlaug, Jäncke et al., 1995). Due to an 
increased size of these structures in the left hemisphere, it seems reasonable to 
assume that they subserve auditory processing by means of an optimal contribution, 
characterized by the above- discussed neural efficiency hypothesis. Thus, the 
revealed main effect of expertise can be taken to be the first evidence for neural 
efficiency in basal auditory processing of language as a function of musical expertise. 
4.1.3. The main effect suprasegmental 
When considering the main effect suprasegmental, left temporal brain areas 
comprising posterior parts of the STG, STS, MTG, and ITG are more strongly 
activated during processing of lexical and propositional information (MS: Fig. 3B). 
Consistent with this is the finding that the posterior MTG and the lower bank of the 
posterior STS are involved in lexical and phonetic analyses (Binder et al., 2000; Dick 
et al., 2007). Essentially, many authors of clinical and nonclinical studies have 
maintained that the left MTG plays a specific role in lexical and semantic processing 
(Binder et al., 2000; Dick et al., 2007). By applying voxel-based lesion-symptom 
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mapping it has been shown that the posterior MTG is one of the main areas involved 
in higher-order language processing (Bates et al., 2003; Dronkers, Wilkins, Valin, 
Redfern, & Jaeger, 2004). In addition, functional neuroimaging studies support the 
special role of the posterior MTG in language processing. At least one study that 
investigated word ambiguity (Rodd, Davis, & Johnsrude, 2005) showed elegantly the 
involvement of the posterior MTG in semantic analyses. Accordingly, there should be 
a strong link between the auditory cortex and the posterior MTG during lexical 
information processing. Therefore, both the auditory cortex and the MTG are 
essential for a proper distinguishing between the words beer and peer.  
4.1.4. The interaction suprasegmental x expertise 
With respect to the above-mentioned context I found a strong interaction between the 
factors suprasegmental and expertise located in the left MTG, which is characterized 
by stronger responses to lexical compared with delexicalized information, with 
musicians showing the strongest difference. With respect to the main effect expertise 
this activation pattern does not conflict with the above-discussed efficiency 
hypothesis. As already mentioned, due to the cortical recruitment of lexical-semantic 
networks it has been demonstrated that primary auditory processing is driven by the 
principles of neural efficiency, whereas the activity of the MTG shows a different 
activation pattern which cannot be explained using this line of argumentation. 
Nevertheless, the MTG provides core evidence for lexical-semantic processing 
(Rissman et al., 2003). 
In general, these results are also in line with the dual stream model (Hickok & 
Poeppel, 2007) that postulates a lexical interface located in the posterior part of the 
left MTG. 
Contrary to strong left-sided activations of the posterior STS due to segmental 
speech processing (Friederici & Alter, 2004), activations of the posterior MTG are 
specific to musicianship, with musicians (with AP or RP) demonstrating stronger 
bilateral hemodynamic responses compared with nonmusicians. According to the 2-
way ANOVAs (motivated by the findings due to the expertise 3 suprasegmental 
interaction, Fig. 1), the main effect expertise in both delexicalized and non-
delexicalized conditions lets us suggest that the MTG might be crucial for higher-level 
language processing. The post hoc tests show a significant enhancement of effect 
sizes in this area in musicians compared with nonmusicians (MS: Fig. 4C). In 
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addition, the analysis of posterior STS (MS: Fig. 4C) revealed that AP musicians 
show stronger left lateralized activations during processing of segmental information 
compared with the other 2 groups. This finding is in line with several reports of left-
sided enhanced levels of activation in AP musicians during complex auditory tasks 
(Itoh et al., 2005; Ohnishi et al., 2001; Pantev et al., 1998). Based on these findings, 
it is proposed that the auditory acuity of AP is not limited to basal auditory processing 
(usually conceived in terms of music processing), but extends to a more general 
notion of acoustic segmentation by fully integrating left-hemispheric speech-relevant 
networks. 
4.1.5. Conclusion of Study 1 
Taken together, the introduced fMRI study presents 2 novel findings: First, there is an 
AP-specific enhancement of the left lateralized activation in the lower bank of the 
posterior STS for segmental speech processing; second, musicians generally 
demonstrate stronger bilateral BOLD effects in the posterior MTG in all conditions. In 
addition, this effect of segmental processing is substantially enhanced in AP 
musicians compared with the other 2 experimental groups. This novel insights let 
conclude that neurofunctional alterations due to musicianship are not only manifested 
in exceptional acuity of music processing, but also affect speech processing in the 
sense that AP represents a comprehensive analytical proficiency for acoustic signal 
decoding. 
 
4.2. Study 2  
This study focused on alterations in white matter as a function of musical training and 
exceptional hearing abilities. The specific interest, as outlined in the introduction and 
reflected in the introduced analysis, concerned whether and to what extent there are 
differences in FA-values within the SLF structure between (i) musicians and non-
musicians, and (ii) between musicians with and without AP. Firstly, we discuss ROI-
based effects of hemispheric lateralisations that reflect between-group differences. 
Secondly, our discussion emphasizes AP-specific FA characteristics for the SLF as a 
whole. Finally, we discuss our results in the context of myelination principles and 
axonal formation and we introduce the Pioneer Axon Thesis.  
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4.2.1. ROI analysis due to probability maps  
The utilization of group-specific probability maps for ROI generation revealed a 
lateralization effect as a function of musical expertise (as revealed by the ANOVA). 
We found greater left than right lateralization of mean FA values in AP and greater 
right than left lateralization in NM, while there was no significant lateralization effect 
in RP. In contrast, the analysis of the complete structure of SLF, by averaging FA 
values of all corresponding voxels (Fig. 4), revealed no significant lateralization effect 
as a function of musical expertise. 
The group-specific lateralization of mean FA values (Figure 3) cannot be explained 
by differences in the biographic variables age, onset of musical training, or total 
amount of practice years (Table 1). The inclusion of these biographical parameters - 
both partial (corrected for age) and bivariate - in our correlational approach allows us 
to rule out any significant relationship between these demographic parameters2 and 
mean FA values within the ROIs of the left/right hemisphere in all three groups. A 
meaningful influence of these factors on the demonstrated group-specific 
lateralization effects appears unlikely. The significant interaction expertise x 
hemisphere and the results of post-hoc t-tests suggest that the SLF asymmetry is 
directly related to the acuity of AP and musical expertise.  
The present data is in accordance with the literature pointing out the special role of 
the left hemispheric auditory processing by means of structural (Schlaug, et al., 1995; 
Keenan, et al., 2001; Lüders et al. 2004) and functional plasticity (Pantev et al., 1998; 
Ohnishi et al., 2001; Oechslin et al., 2009) modulated by the level of musical 
expertise and AP in particular: Generally speaking, the finding concerning the 
significant interaction Hemisphere x Expertise indicates substantial anatomical 
between-group differences in terms of measuring white matter properties of the SLF 
core structure irrespective of what we know about FA-values. However, taking into 
account that in principle relatively high anisotropy is associated with increased 
diffusivity (Hagmann et al. 2006b) when focusing on neural populations with a high 
degree of parallel aligned fibers (like in the core of the SLF) we can conclude, that 
AP musicians obviously show a stronger connectivity of axonal projections within the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 With one single exception: mean FA-values of C’s left hemispheric SLF ROI are significantly 
correlated with age (r = 0.573*, p = 0.041).  
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left SLF than in the right SLF, whereas non-musicians show a vice-versa relationship 
and RP show no hemispheric difference. With respect to the above mentioned 
structural and functional hemispheric preponderance of auditory signal processing in 
musical experts, the present findings seem intriguingly to introduce a developmental 
specialization of the left SLF architecture by means of an enhanced fiber connectivity 
and thus information transfer in musicians with AP. 
4.2.2. Multiple regression effects 
This study sought to investigate AP-specific anisotropic distributions in the SLF 
structure, the results of the multiple regression reveal an interesting pattern. This 
comprised three left-lateralized clusters in which FA values correlated positively with 
the error rates of the AP-musicians such that low FA values correspond with high 
performances in the AP-test. That these clusters were located at important areas of 
the SLF architecture and of language processing (Glasser & Rilling, 2008) leads us 
to assume that this structural asymmetry might have functional implications. 
We begin by discussing the two clusters that are part of the arcuate branch of the 
SLF (Figure 5.B, 5.C). One of these was located at the superior border of the 
frontoparietal connection (arcuate fasciculus) and is conspicuous by its vicinity to the 
inferior parietal region, whereas the second was located deep inside the frontal 
arcuate bundle as it projects into the frontal operculum. Recent observations 
demonstrate that these latter two cortical grey matter regions are involved in action-
related sound recognition (Lahav, Saltzman, & Schlaug, 2007). In this study, these 
two regions were activated simultaneously when listening to a newly acquired piece 
of music, but only in non-musicians. Of course, this function of audio-motor 
integration is one of the most important aspects of AP, both with respect to 
acquisition of AP and daily practice by AP-musicians. This rare group of musicians 
most likely associates any heard musical pitch with the corresponding finger position 
on the instrument. It is thus reasonable to assume that these two clusters are unique 
to musicians with AP, presumably reflecting AP’s exceptional associative linkage 
between auditory and motor function. 
The third SLF cluster was functionally associated with the posterior auditory cortex, 
and projects to the posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), the superior temporal 
sulcus (STS), and the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) (Figure 5.D). Although 
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evaluation of the exact fiber termination was not possible, the role in speech and 
auditory processing of the terminal zones of the SLF is undisputed (Buchsbaum, 
Hickok, & Humphries, 2001). In favor of our interpretation, a recent DTI study 
identified two distinct SLF pathways in the left hemisphere projecting to language-
related cortical areas that both connect the inferior-frontal area with the posterior 
perisylvian region and the middle-temporal region, (Glasser & Rilling, 2008). In this 
study, tractography results were compared with peak activation coordinates from 
prior functional imaging studies. In particular, the authors compared the volumes of 
the identified pathways between left and right hemisphere. Grey matter STG 
terminations of the SLF were found to be strongly left lateralized and associated with 
phonological activations in the left but not in the right hemisphere. Similarly, the MTG 
terminations were also found to be strongly left lateralized, overlapping in this case 
with activations associated with lexical semantic activations. Even if these findings 
are not specifically related to musical expertise, our data are well in line with a 
previous paper of our group (Oechslin et al., 2009) that reported modulation of 
activation in brain areas involved in higher language processing by musical expertise 
and AP. More specifically, musical expertise (AP in contrast to NM) was associated 
with functional alterations in the posterior parts of the left hemispheric MTG and STS. 
Given the consistency of this data with that of the current study, we suggest a 
relationship between local FA values and AP ability that reflects a strong link 
between musical expertise, AP, and language processing. 
4.2.3. Neural formation and axonal myelination 
In the following, we specify the rationale behind our hypothesis that this lateralization 
effect is a core feature of AP and based on primal neural formation and myelination 
of the arcuate fasciculus, as part of the SLF, possibly evident long before these 
individuals become aware of AP.  
We now discuss this issue more comprehensively in order to subsequently put 
forward what we term the Pioneer Axon Thesis (Figure 6 depicts a schematic 
illustration of different possible organizational principles of the architecture of the 
arcuate fiber bundle). The principles of axonal guidance have been well investigated 
(Guan & Rao, 2003; Sperry, 1963; Tessier-Lavigne & Goodman, 1996; Yu & 
Bargmann, 2001). But the current lack of histological longitudinal studies of white 
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matter development during critical periods of brain development means that, as far 
as we know, no studies have as yet, addressed the architectural fiber arrangement of 
white matter fasciculi in the human brain. But several DTI studies have focused on 
the development of white matter in different stages of maturation: in premature 
newborns (Partridge et al., 2005; Partridge et al., 2004), during the first 2 years of life 
(Gao et al., 2009; Mukherjee et al., 2002; J. F. Schneider, Il'yasov, Hennig, & Martin, 
2004) and in later life and adolescence (Schmithorst, Wilke, Dardzinski, & Holland, 
2002; Snook, Paulson, Roy, Phillips, & Beaulieu, 2005; Snook, Plewes, & Beaulieu, 
2007). In investigating different DTI parameters like FA, radial and axial diffusivities, 
these studies provide important data on early maturation and myelination of different 
white matter structures in the developing brain. The study of cytological and 
quantitative aspects of callosal axon addition and elimination in rhesus monkey 
(LaMantia & Rakic, 1990) has shown axon addition occurring exclusively during the 
period of midgestation through to birth and elimination of about 70% of the callosal 
axons 4 months after birth. And, in a study that focused on the frontal and the 
temporal lobe in human brains, a linear degeneration of white matter volume that 
continued into the 5th decade of life was demonstrated (Bartzokis et al., 2001).  
However, it is in postnatal life that reduced tortuosity toward a more straightened, 
parallel and dense fiber architecture as a function of aging emerges (Ashtari et al., 
2007; Paus, 2005; Takahashi, Ono, Harada, Maeda, & Hackney, 2000). Fiber 
orientations especially in the SLF have been revealed to be rather random in 
neonates and to show gradual organization along the anterior-posterior orientation 
during development (Zhang et al., 2007). Most importantly, of the language-related 
regions (involved in both perception and production), the arcuate fasciculus matures 
last in terms of myelination (posterior sylvian region, Broca’s area, primary motor 
cortex, primary visual cortex, primary auditory cortex and visual-auditory transition 
area - gyrus angularis). The pace of myelination of the arcuate fasciculus in particular 
is reported to be similar to these language-related regions, but decelerates after 3 
years of age (Su, Kuan, Kaga, Sano, & Mima, 2008). This characteristic pattern of 
slow progression of the arcuate fasciculus appears to be strongly linked to language 
acquisition and an age-related increase in vocabulary (Kuhl, 2004; Pujol et al., 2006; 
Zhang et al., 2007). This is in line with important findings that the associative parietal 
and temporal fasciculi are the last structures to commence myelination, showing a 
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protracted course into adulthood (Dubois et al., 2008; Paus et al., 1999). In general, 
myelination processes actually affect diffusion characteristics that are considered to 
continue over a relatively long period of life: Using in vivo morphometry in 111 
children (aged 4 to 17 years), the left arcuate fasciculus was found to correlate 
positively between age and white matter density (Paus et al., 1999). According to 
these authors, the parameter density reflects increases in axon diameter, myelination 
or iron concentration, separately or in combination. Cross-section DTI studies of 
children and adolescents revealed that FA values are significantly positively 
correlated with age in the language-relevant structures STG, MTG and STS (Barnea-
Goraly et al., 2005) and left arcuate fasciculus (Ashtari et al., 2007; Schmithorst et 
al., 2002). 
But there is to our knowledge no data on which basis the local fiber arrangement may 
be interpreted as an expression of cortical maturation within single white matter 
structures. We therefore propose the Pioneer Axon Thesis as a tentative approach to 
interpreting our DTI data within the context of axonal development and the 
organizational principles underlying the formation of major white matter pathways like 
the arcuate fasciculus.   
We propose a link between axonal arrangements and myelination processes: Since 
the axonal connections are terminated very early in postnatal life compared with 
long-lasting myelination processes, we assume that this developmental 
asynchronicity has a considerable impact on local anisotropic properties of white 
matter pathways; we assume that early-established, core axonal connections are 
characterized by diverging diffusion qualities compared with more distal pathway 
sites, which, according to the cited literature in the preceding, undergo plastic change 
over a long period of time into adult life.  
In general, we suggest there may be a number of different axonal arrangements 
which may occur in the process of forming a white matter pathway: a random pattern 
of arrangement may occur in which the pioneer axon could be localized at any 
possible site within the fasciculus, as illustrated in Fig. 6.B.. Fig 6.C. illustrates any 
possible lateral position of the pioneer axon, all other subsequently developed axons 
having a clear spatial relation. The manifest architecture is characterized by a 
consistently laterally-oriented pattern of fiber maturation. Fig 6.D depicts a fiber 
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arrangement, which, from our point of view, is the most likely for a number of reasons 
outlined in the following. Here, the pioneer axon is located medially, whereas the 
subsequently formed axons build a concentric architecture as a function of 
maturation and time.  
Given that an initial neural connection between two cortical regions is built up by a 
pioneer axon, subsequent guided axons will appear according to the relevance and 
frequency of an innervated connection. Even though future axon generations – 
ultimately making up a proper fasciculus – arrange themselves in a random pattern, it 
is reasonable to assume that these axons tend to maintain a certain proximity to the 
ancestral axons. It is conceivable that this tendency most probably ensures an 
efficient and preferentially targeted connection between two cortical regions (in case 
of the arcuate fasciculus: the connection between inferior-frontal and temporo-
parietal/temporal regions). It follows from this that spatial aspects play a major role in 
the final architecture. Irrespective of axon diameter, an arrangement has to be 
considered that allows a smooth coexistence of parallel-aligned axons especially in 
view of the reduction in disposable space over the protracted course of myelination. 
In summary, compared with earlier generations of axons later generations are forced 
to choose a trajectory that is radially more distant from the pioneer axon but still as 
close as possible. Consequently, these processes would yield a concentric 
architecture reflecting the developmental course of a white matter pathway as 
illustrated in Fig. 6D.  
In assuming that white matter expansion may occur as a function of learning history, 
we interpret our DTI data as follows in the context of the proposed mechanism of 
neural formation and myelination. The implication of this for musical expertise and 
particularly AP is that there may be a link between expertise and certain anisotropic 
alterations that may be distinguishable in location and characteristics from earlier 
(pre-expertise) developed parts of the SLF. 
4.2.4. Integration of the Pioneer Axon Thesis 
The fact that the ROIs (Fig. 3) were created by thresholding the probability maps (p < 
0.05) corroborates the suggestion that the identified ROIs represent ontogenetically 
earlier sections of the arcuate fasciculus, but this does not apply for the localization 
on the anterior-posterior axis. This is because the six positions of the identified ROIs 
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(3 groups x 2 hemispheres, Fig. 3) depend on the two intersectional ROIs that were 
used to track the SLF of single subjects (Fig. 1), which in turn form the basis for 
creating probability maps. In this context, the essential role of DTI probability maps 
might be clearer by referring to their main attribute; because high probability for local 
(voxel-wise) fiber occurrence is a consequence of low inter-individual variability of 
fiber presence. Since in the AF high inter-individual morphological variations are 
assumed to develop at later stages of cortical maturation, we suggest that structures 
with very low inter-individual variability and high morphological consistency tend to 
develop in very early maturational stages. This argumentation is supported by a 
longitudinal study of grey matter maturation that demonstrated a heterochronous 
pattern of cortical development (Gogtay et al., 2004): In general, the data lead the 
authors to suggest that phylogenetical older cortical areas mature earlier compared 
with more recent evolved cortical regions. 
As the identified ROIs of SLF (Fig. 3) represent the regions of lowest inter-individual 
variability, a plausible explanation is that ontogenetically early fiber tracts 
characterize the core section of a gross pathway like the arcuate fasciculus. This 
conclusion is consistent with our Pioneer Axon Thesis, which presumes that the 
underlying architecture of a white matter pathway is determined by a concentric 
axonal arrangement that reflects the process of cortical maturation and the following 
spatio-temporal pattern of myelination. 
In view of the local arrangement of both the identified ROI of APs left hemispheric 
SLF and the identified cluster (the latter representing voxels with a significant 
negative correlation between FA-values and AP-Test error-rate), it is clear that the 
ROI (red coloured) is located at the core of the SLF, whereas the identified cluster 
(golden coloured, also in Figure 5.B.) is located at the boarder of the SLF (Figure 6).  
We assume therefore that the group-specific lateralization effect (Figure 7, red 
coloured, core arcuate region) putatively reflects an earlier developmental stage 
before and during deliberate musical practice (pre-expertise-state). In addition, we 
identified by multiple regression a distinctive peripheral cluster (Figure 7, golden 
coloured, superior border arcuate region), which might be associated with plastic 
changes following later acquired musical expertise and AP. This would be consistent 
with a DTI study (McGraw, Liang, & Provenzale, 2002) that compared compact white 
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matter (corpus callosum, interne capsule, cerebral peduncle) with non-compact white 
matter (corona radiata and peripheral white matter). These authors suggested that 
myelination is initially greater in compact white matter, whereas the change in 
myelination may be greater in non-compact white matter during early childhood. 
Moreover, our data lead us to suggest that a specific local anisotropic lateralization, 
characterizing the early matured compact core of the SLF, underpins the 
development of AP under favorable environmental conditions, such as an early start 
to musical training and deliberate practice (Baharloo et al., 1998; Oliver Vitouch, 
2003).   
Alternatively, we cannot rule out the possibility that the demonstrated anisotropic 
lateralization effects even in the core arcuate structure are due to plastic changes as 
a function of deliberate practice and musical expertise. But it is plausible to assume 
on the basis of our considerations and argumentation that effects of core white 
matter anisotropic characteristics more likely reflect the impact of earlier ontogenetic 
stages of development than do peripheral group-specific alterations. 
On might be concerned about the strength of the statistical effects. Certainly it would 
have been desirable to investigate larger sample of musicians and non-musicians, to 
end up with more robust statistical effects. However, given the rare incidence of AP 
musicians in the population the present sample size (n=13 per group) should by all 
means considered a reasonable and representative number. 
Second, since our study emphasizes a relationship between differences in structural 
architecture as a function of musical expertise and its implications for auditory and 
speech functions it would have been wishful to compare brain imaging data with 
behavioral data obtained from measurements of language proficiency. However to 
the best of our knowledge a suitable behavioral screening that covers a broad range 
of speech and language functions does not exist. 
4.2.5. Conclusions of Study 2 
In summarizing our results, we conclude first that musical expertise combined with 
AP leads to a left-sided lateralization of mean FA-values among the core structures 
of the arcuate fasciculus, as identified on the basis of high inter-individual 
morphological congruency. This effect is considerably modulated by the level of 
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musical expertise (significant interaction musical expertise x hemisphere), since RP 
musicians revealed no inter-hemispheric differences. Obviously, the anisotropic 
properties of the selected SLF section represent a marked discriminatory feature of 
musical expertise and AP respectively.  
Secondly, we identified 3 distinctive clusters exclusively in the left SLF in AP 
musicians, whose FA-values correlated positively with the error rate evaluated by the 
AP-Test.  This proficiency effect was not present in RP musicians. In other words, the 
higher the AP acuity in AP musicians the lower are the FA values within the identified 
3 regions, two of which (Fig. 5; C, D) play an prominent role in language processing 
(Glasser & Rilling, 2008).  
Thirdly, the Pioneer Axon Thesis proposes that peripheral white matter development 
(contrary to compact white matter core regions) is influenced considerably by 
environmental factors, in this case musical training, over a long period in postnatal 
life. Thus, deliberate music practice, which is the sine qua non of the acuity of AP, 
might be quantifiable in the form of particular alterations in white matter plasticity of 
auditory-related fasciculi like the SLF. 
With respect to the long-lasting debate as to whether AP is acquired or genetically 
disposed, further DTI studies would facilitate the investigation of familial aggregation 
of anisotropic characteristics within the early developing region of the arcuate core. If 
our suggestion holds true, a musician’s family with many AP members should be 
separable from a musician’s family without AP members. In fact, such an approach 
might provide a better understanding of the interaction of genetics and environmental 
factors that contribute to the manifestation of AP. 	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6. Abbreviations 	  
AP: Absolute Pitch 
BOLD: Blood Oxygenated Level Dependent 
DTI: Diffusion Tensor Imaging 
EEG: Electroencephalography 
FA: Fractional Anisotropy 
fMRI: Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
ITG: Inferior Temporal Gyrus 
ME: Main Effect 
MS: Manuscript 
MTG: Middle Temporal Gyrus 
NM: Non-musicians	  
PT: Planum Temporale 
RP: Relative Pitch 
SD: Standard Deviation 
STG: Superior Temporal Gyrus 
SLF: Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus 
STS: Superior Temporal Sulcus 
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